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1.1 CHILE: The Country

The republic of Chile is a 4,320 km stretch of land along the southwestern coast
of South America. Although one of the longest countries in the world, it ranges from
only 96 km to 400 km wide, giving a total area of 757,000 km2. Chule is situated
between the Andes mountains in the east and the Pacific ocean in the west; it borders
Peru on the north, and Bolivia and Argentina on the east. Southern Chule is an
archipelago with Cape Horn at its tip.

With the most rapidly growing economy in South America, Chile has enjoyed a
GIDP growth rate of 8.2% for 1995. Its total GIDP for 1994 was US$ 52.2 billion.
Inflation has been stabilized at 8.2% for 1995 with a projected decline to 6.5% by the
end of 1996. Chile's population is approximately 13.2 million, with 92% "mestizo" or
European descent, and 7% Amerindian. The country is predominantly Roman Catholic
(89%), with some Protestant, lslamic and Jewish minorities.
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2.1 ECONOMJC QVERVIEW 1995

In 1995, Chule experienceci another year of marked economtc growth after a
slîght deln during the prevÎous two yer: 8.2% in 1995 compared to 4.2% and
6.3% in 1994 and 1993, rsetvl.This rate of growth has'placeci Chile ahead of
other Latin Amrcn countries, follwe hy Paru (7%), and CoIonmbia (5%). By

conras, AgeninaandMexco averecorded negativie growth rates (-2.5% and -5%,
resectvey).196 pedctinsare al as optirnistie forecstng a growth rat of

7%, acrigto ChiIe's Central Bank. The annual GDP par capita rahi US$ 4,500
dolr n 1995. The unmlyetrat currenty siuatd atthe 4.5%mark leti

is tog that this rate is not an acrat reflection of reality given that close bo 25%
of the population is underemployed and thus unable to cover essential needs. The
inflation raecn ine ts dci oa82% in 19, compare4 to 8.9%in 1994 and
12.3% in 193. The otokfr19 esg a 6.5% rate of inflation.

Exporta and Imports

ChiWa exports rahdUS$ 14.4illion (to Novemrber 1995). This repeet
a 20% inces with respect to 1994. Imports experienced an increase as welI in 1995,
while the trade balance has vital dobe. Almost haif of the exporta are curreiitly

dirctd o te nied taes(18) Jaa 17%) Argetitina (6%,4 Brazîl (5%)>an

Cdn$368milionin oodsto hil, wileCanaa ipored dn$279 million in od

3.6 milo, n dn$ 75.3milo in19. Caaas exprscnitmil fwe

Chie i enowe wih cnsieraleresources in mining. Copper repr flns a

exprtsby ncoragng hemfro te sectors of the economy. Thus, by 1995,
copper rpeetd3.%othtoa xr amount, while, in 199, thsfigure a
45.5%.

Theahla cnm scmoe setal of 9 etr.Ti esciv

Fishig Indstry5.8%
Mining4.9%
Manuf Indst. .1%
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Elec., Gas, Water 8.8%
Construction 9.2%
Businesses, Hotels, Restau. 10.6 %
Transp.& Communications 11.1%
Financial Services 7.3%
Personal Services 2.3%

Source: Banco Central de Chile

Govemment Budget

The financial status of the Chilean govemnment is, generally speaking,
favourable. Chile's foreign debt reached US$ 21 billion (about 35% of the GDP), a
debt reduction is forecasted for 1996 given the government's disposition of making
payments on the principal. lndeed, Chule and Colombia are the only countries in Latin
America that show no deficits given that the surplus of the Colombian government
represents 1.5% of the GDP while that of Chile reaches 4.3% of the GDP.

General 1996 Outlook

represented 6% of
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1% (US$ 1.114 billion). Latin
nillion (+47.3%), and an additional
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condition of the corresponding contracts. This is a very agile institution and the
procedure is simple.

The contract establishes the terms in which capital may be brought into the
country, and that must not exceed 8 years for mining investmnent.s and 3 years for ail
others.

Foreign investors may repatriate their capital after one year has elapsed,
counted as from the date in which it has been brought in. Related profits may be
repatriated any time, without limitation as to the amount thereof, previous payment of
Chilean taxes.

In the case of manufacturing or extractive industry projects which exoeed US$
50,000,000, ail or part of the proceeds from exports can be maintained abroad in order
to cover expenses or to repatriate capital or profits. The foregoing must be agreed
upon in the foreign investment contract.

Chapter XIV of Compendium of Foreign Exchange Regulations of the Central
Bank

These provisions apply to individuals, corporations or entities which bring capital
into the country in the form of foreign exchange which is registered by the Central
Bank. A certificate is issued by the Central Bank upon registration. This procedure
only applies to capital brought into the country in the form of foreign currency.

Registered investors may repatriate capital or profits under the terms and
conditions provided by the specific Central Bank regulations in force at the time the
foreign exchange has been converted into local currency. Capital may be repatriated
only after one year has elapsed. There is no limit as to the time or amounts for the
repatriation of profits.

Taxation System for the Foreign Invostor in Accordance with DL 600

Foreign investors who enter into a foreign investment contract with the Republic
of Chile, under the terms of the Foreign lnvestment Statute, can choose between the
twn fixed rate svstAms set forth in the Statute. In this manner. the foreian investor can





Regional Incentivea and Free Zones

There are vanious special tax regimes associated to isolated geographical
areas. They establish tax exemptions (to income tax, customs duties, VAT, etc.),
fiscal bonuses and subsidies, ail of which seek to promote activities in those areas.

In addition, since 1975, Free Zones have been established and are operating
both in the north and sauth of the country, respectively in the towns of Iquique and
Punta Arenas. As long as irnported goods remain within a Free Zone, no VAT and
customs duties are charged. Free Zones may serve dlifférent purposes, such as
deposit, exhibition or display, packing, sale, manufacturing, anid assembling. Sales
and services rendered within Free Zoe are exempt from VAT, and income is exempt
om First Category Tax. There is no reduction in Personal or Additlonal taxes. In

ternis of imnports, irîvestors opting not ta ruse the free-zone areas are subjeot to a 1 1%
tax and an 18% VAT.

Debt-Equiy Ratio

There is no to debt-equity ratio for tax proe.Nevertheless, the Foreign
Invstmnt ommtte my rquie tattherato desnot exce reasonabte limits.

rise, Chile's t
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2.3 NAFTA AND THE NEW BILATERAL TRADE AGREEMENT BETWEEN



negotiations for the following reasons. First, the concessions regime is transparent
and full of incentives, and already attracted foreign companies, including Canada's
EUROCAN. Second, Chile's regime is far less restrictive than Mexico's, whose state-
owned PEMEX controls virtually everything in the petroleum sector: exploration,
exploitation, refining, processing, and pipelining. Third, Canada's provincial
governments also have ownership of energy resources. Finally, the ownership
restriction applies to the hydrocarbon sector, which is not Chile's most attractive.

2.4 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

White Chile has in the past signed several international agreements concerning
environmental issues, (Toxic Waste, Basil 1989; Antarctica, Washington 1959 and
Madrid 1991; Ozone Layer, Montreal; Marine Life, 14 different agreements; United
Nations accord, Earth Summit, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil) it is justifiable to say that real
concemn about environmental problem, such as air pollution in Santiago and water
pollution in coastal resorts is fairly recent. WVhile existing standards in many areas are
comparable to those in Canada or the USA (well developed standards for portable
water, emissions of industrial liquid residues, emissions of stationary and mobile
sources, and air quality), the prevailing opinion among technicians and authorities is
that there is much lacking in terms of enforcement and coordination.

Current legisiation is very broad, consisting of framework laws. The 1980
constitution provides each individual with the right to live in a pollution free
environment. Protection of this lies in the jurisdiction of the courts. Government
authority and responsibility for the environment is dispersed over 70 government
offices. . The public institutions to overview and handle environmental problems are
National Environmental Commission (CONAMA), and Regional Environmental Councils
(COREMAS). CONAMA, whose 1994 budget of US$ 8.4 mn was eight times its 1993
version now works with environmental units in orner ministries, especially Mining and
Agriculture.

Reoardina maximum tolerance levels of chemicals, Decree Number 185 was

it and
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About the Responsibllty for Environment.i Damage

The Environmerital Framework Law abides by mhe polluter pays principle whîch
estabIishes certain responsibilities for actions which cause damage to the
environmental heritage. Firstly, everybody causing environmental damage is obligated
to repair it. Such repair
must be on account of he
who causes. such Finwy Energy Overview

the. damage repair, the 1994
party must indernnify jGrosis'oiuction Imports 8tpoets Grossconsumption
pursuant to the~ Iaw. In mhis Crd l714 7989 0 8451

NaturaiGa 2185 0 B5 1777

e vrn e tiato hc al1182 1930 O 3145

is an action men to~ Hyreecrct 175 o 67

indemnify and repair Rreod & OtheS 9166 O O 9166

environmental damage -- og 66__ 0__0__66

Energy is one of mhe most dynamic sectors in the Chilean economy. Between
the years 1990 and 1994, the most recent figures availabte from the ONE,

conumpionof primry energy has iceae by 20%, or at arate of about 4.8%
annully.The rowt ofthe conoy, poj tna ver 5% anrtually points to an

incrase n te deandfor energy supplies as neWÀ productive activities, new
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3.2 GOVERNMENT AGENCIES IN THE ENERGY SECTOR

Comision Nacional de Energia (National Energy Commission):

- Studies and proposes legisiation, regulations and standards.
- Designs development plans for the energy sector that interested
companies may use as guidelines.
- Coordinates investments for major projeots, working jointly with the
Ministry of National Planning (MIDEPLAN>.
- Establishes price policies and regulates pricing.
- Serves as an advisory agency to the Chilean government.

Ministeria de Economia (Ministry of Economy):

- Approves standards on fuels and electric power.
- Regulates prices in accordance with National Energy Commission
recommendations.

Ministerlo de Mineria <Ministry of Mining):

- Represents the government in oil-related contracts.
- The Minister of Mining is Chairman of the National Petroleumn
Company (ENAP).

Vlinistry of National Planning):

and firms.

(Office of the Supenintendent

and



GOVERNMENT CONTACT LIST
Govemment Agencies

Banco Central de Chile Ministerio de 1



4.1 PETROLEUM: General Overview

Demand in the Sector

Petroleum is the main energy source presently used in Chile, representing in 1994
approximately 45% of total energy consumption. Throughout the 1 990s, as the
economy continued to grow at 6 percent per year, demand for petroleum and its
derivative products also continued to rise. Between 1975 and 1994 for exam pie,
petroleum product consumption increased on average by 11 thousand barrels of oit
equivalent per day. If the trend in energy demand growth witnessed over the past
eight years continues, energy consumption in 2000 will exoeed 177 MVMboe.

As important as the absolute volume growth, is the composition of energy
demand. Per capita energy consumption in Chile has increased by over 38% since
1989 to roughly 8 Boelcapita. Over the same period, GIDP per capita has increased

Compoion of Energ Demand in Chile Compoâtlon of Energy Dennd in Chile #2
Total B-ergy= 118.2 MM boe I1PeroIeum Producte: 5 9.2 MM boe

NaturaiGa 4 Kerosene 9

coal 7 Deisgi 34
Flrnrwood 23 Fuel 0Oi 22
Sedricity ilPrpal
Flaroieum PAodutsi 50 OU1

OtfhrsGSDine 24
aIWPa cd"UI ýId& i LMn A mui<
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Sipetrol

ln addition to increasing imports of both crude and refined petroleumn products,
ChiIe's Enap has also expanded if's foreign exploration and production affiliate,
Sipetrol. Sipetrol operates producing wells in Argentina, Ecuador and Venezuela,
which in 1994 produced up to 10,000 bld. Production from existing wells 1$ expected
to increase to 20,000 bld by the end of 1996. ENAP also estimates that in the near
future, Sipetrol could produce up to 15% or 20% of the crude oil consumed.

While internally ENAP is now concentrating on it's refining activities, externally
through Sipetrol, ENAP has been moving outside of the country to take advantage of
ol exploration opportunities emerging in South America. Generally speaking, this
production is not destined for Chilean markets. Rather, the proceeds from oil
exploration outside of the country are being used to partially offset the country's large
and growing oil import bill, which totalled some US$
1115 million in 1993.

4.2 EXPLORATION AND EXPLOITATION
In the petroleum sector, the Chilean state 1$ the owner or aIl hydrocarbon

deposits. However, exploration and commercial operation of said deposits may be made
in association with national or foreign private investors. lndeed, the government
authorizes private operation of oil deposits under the systemn of Special Contracts for
Petroleum Operations (See Annex) in the entire country, exoept for in the Magallanes
area, which is reserved exclusively for ENAP, the National Petroleum Company of Chile.

More than sixteen sedimentary basins have been studied along the Chilean
territory, both inland and offshore. The offshore sedimentary basins run along a narrow
submarine strip between the coastal line and the Chile-Peru submarine depression.
Sedimentary deposits, are up to 4,000 meters (13,000 ft) deep, and include submarine
layers from the High Cretaceous and Tertiary Ages.

lnland sedimentary basins are found in: the Straits of Magallan (or Magallanes),
the southernmost end of the Central Valley, and northern Chule. 0f these sites, the most
significant 18 the Magallanes basin located east of the Andes mountains. It has a central
laver of over 8.000 meters (26000 ift deero. includina marine strata from the Hiaher



the mainland. By the mid-seventies works were started offshore in the Straits of
Maqellan, between its flrst narrow inlet and its eastern inlet.



4.3 REFINING AND DRILLING

lnvestment in reflning has risen to over US$ 177 million dollars over the last six
years to both improve and increase productivity. This figure is significantly higher than
the one pertaining to the 1981-1989 period, when investment reached US$ 95 million
dollars. The following represents a summary of current refining projects in progress:

During 1894, a state-owned Sulphur Recovery Plant was inaugurated at the
Concôn 011 Refinery (RPC S.A.), thereby reducing the sulphur content of emitted
gases in the process. The sulphur production capacity 1$ 10 tons per day. The
investment in the Plant was US$ 4 million.

RPC S.A. is presently refurbishing the Catalytic Cracking Unit, including the
Light Products Recovery Unit, to increase its conversion capacity and to obtain a
higher octane-level gasoline and an increased yield in LPG production.

Total investment in this project wilI reach US$ 26.1 million. This project's first
stage, which represents an increase in reflning capacity from 2,900 to 3,200 M3 l/day,
has been in operation since late 1994. Upon completion of the Light Recovery Unit,
reflning capacity will have reached 4,000 M3 /day.

RPC S.A. is also refurbishing its Atmosphenic Distillation Units to increase
refinery capacity to 13,000 M3 /day to meet increased demand in oil-derived fuels. The
total investment in this project will reach US$ 11.7 million and will be completed by
late 1995.

A new Catalytic Reforming Plant is under construction at RPC S.A. It is
designed to produce 10,000 barrelslday of unleaded high octane gasoline for vehicles-
wuifh r-ntrtîir, m-nvprtpr, Ri ;i hinh cnomnression ratio. Total investment required 18



consideration. This plant will reduce sulphur and nitrogen contaminants. Total
investment would be about US$ 37.9 million.



New Refining Project

The Chilean government is performing economic feasibility studies aimed at
determinîng the possibility of constructing a third reflnery that woulcf commence
operations by 2002. The studies under way will end in 1998. By then, the timeframe
for the projeot and a precise determination of investment amounts and the type of
financing to be utilized will have been def',ned. In any case, construction should begin
in 1999.

The decision to build this third refinery is based upon figures on projected
demand. While demand for fuel this year is about 10 million m3 (9 million of which
came from Enap's two existing refineries), by the years 2000 demand is expected to
grow approximately 14-15 million m' per year. Estimateci investment is on the order of
US$ 400 million.

Diiingq

Sand abroad. ln the latter case, dnlling is
ciîonai Petrolera S.A.), an ENAP affiliate.
inland, using two rigs. 8 drilling sites in

sites: 19 in Argentina, 2 in Colombia and
)i1 wells.
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ENAP also constructed the 350 km pipeline between the Concon refinery and
San Fernando which was placed fito operation in mid - 1967.



APEX, in 1984 (APEX became a COPEC affiliate in 1986); ABASTIBLE, in 1984
(ABASTIBLE is affiliated to COPEC); GASPEC, in 1985 (now called GAZPESA); and
TEXACO in 1992.

The new distribution companies, with the exception of COMAR, do flot own
wholesale distribution facilities, but rather, operate by renting storage facilities from
EMALCO and ENAP. At the same time, traditional wholesale distributors (COPEC,
ESSO, SHELL) own their own storage facilities throughout the country, including sea
terminais.

GASCO, ABASTIBLE, ENAGAS and other affiliates of these are devoted to
wholesale LPG gas distribution.

ENAP, RPC, and PETROX are in charge of initial distribution of petroleumn
derivatives and LPG, supplying 92% of the market through direct sales to large
consumers and distribution companies.

lnvestments on the part of distribution companies has been relatively significant
in terms of geographic coverage of their services, service station services and, in
terms of developing a corporate image for medium range consumers. In 1991, there
were 1,233 service stations, 39.5% of which sotd under the trade name, COPEC; 21 %
through ESSO; 22.3% through SHELL; 9.7% through COMAR; and 7.5% through
others. Approximately one-third of the
service stations operate within the Metropolitan Region.

4.5 CURRENT GOVERNMENT POLICIES AND LEGISLATION

Hiatorical Background

Since 1928, the State is the tegat owner of ail ail deposits and has the right ta exploit
and develop them. This ownership right was strengthened by the 1932 Mining Code
and the 950 ENAP Act, which stated that "the State has the absolute, inalienable, and



Current policies for the petroleum sector were implemented gradually since
1974. The main changes in saiplce have been:
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Exploration and Exploitation

Present legisiation in this area is based on the Political constitution of the
Republic of Chile, enacted in 1981. Article 19 of the Constitution reads as follows:

"The exploration, development, or exploitation of deposits containing substances not
subject to concession may be managed directly by the State, or by the state-owned
enterprises, or by means of administrative concession arrangements or special
petroleumn operation contracts. In this regard, ail requirements and conditions set forth
by the President of the Republic in each case by presidential decree, must be met.
This standard shall apply also to deposits of any kind found under sea water within
national jurisdiction, as well as to deposits located totally or partially within areas
considered of importance or national security. The President of the Republic is
authorized to terminate, at wiIl and at any moment, with the payment of indemnity
amounts when applicable, administrative concessions or petroleum operation contracts
referring to operations sited in areas considered of importance for national security."

Other important statutes on the subject are Law N2 9618, known as the "ENAP Law",
and Decree Law W~ 1089 on special contracts for ail operations.

ENAP Law

This law provides that ENAP is authorized to carry out hydrocarbon exploration
and exploitation activities within and without the national territory, directly or indirectly
through participating companies, or in association with other parties. When activities
are carried out within the national terntory, through companies or other partnerships,
such arrangements must operate under administrative concessions or special
petroleumn operations contracts, and they must meet the requirements and conditions
set forth bv the President of the Renublic bv oresidential decree. In addition. ENAP is

ct and
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President of the Repubîlo, the contractor is assured a special tax treatment, which
could range from 10%/1 to 100% reduction in payable income tax.

Furthermore, the law also provides incentives for joint ventures. Specified are
the minimal regulations required for the state to explore and exploit resources in
association with national or foreign private investors.

In the reflning and distribution area, any company is allowed to run refineries.
Advantages include freedom to import crude oil and derivatives, free access to the
market by new distribution companies, and free access through rentai storage facilities
from ENAP. Prices of petroleum derivatives are also freely set.

Application regulations and restrictions are those generally on quality and safety
standards presently in force in the country.

4.7 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR CANADIAN COMPANIES

Activity within the oil sector illustrates the varied opportunities for investment in the
sector itself. The growing demand for oul and petroleum derivatives within the country
(8-9% per year); the ongoing creation of new plants, and the expansion and
refurbishing of existing ones; the undertaking of new projects including pipeline
network expansion, further exploration and exploitation activities abroad and
domestically; the formation of emerging international partnerships and collective
projects, point to an economically dynamic sector of business in Chile.

More specifically, it i8 clear that the Chilean government has an interest in
attracting foreign investors in various areas within the oil sector. Such is the case that,
to use an example, there are a number of upcoming projects to be undertaken by
international businesses in conjunction with ENAP and Petrox, (the future
establishment of Petropower, a coking and co-generation plant. Foster Wheeler, a US
firm, would be the dominant investor in this project. Also, the upcoming creation of



The setris atso ope t the creaton of partnerships and joint vetres, as is
deosrated by the vaiu existing and emerging foreign business actors in various

To a lesser extent, tttere might exist certain needs for qualified personnel and
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Market Entry

Market entry in the oit sector must be performed in a different manner because of the
legisiation that assigns the rote of both the state and private enterprise. To reiterate
some of the points mentîoned in section 4.5 on legisiation, state rights and duties
regarding exploration and production of hydrocarbons now have been transferred from
ENAP to the Ministry of Mining. Therefore the Ministry of Mining is authorized to enter
into contracts regarding oit operations. This is the usual way the "door is opened" to
private investors to participate in exploration and production projects in the country.
Most private companies operating within the sector do so in the areas of distribution
and storage, although the govemnment is always open, as Enap authorities have
expressed, are always open to doing business with foreign companies in the
production and exploration areas. See section 4.5 for further details on this legisiation.



Current Petroleum Projects in Chile



4.8 FIRMS ACTIVE IN THE SECTOR: CONTACT LIST

Exploration and Exploitation

National Petroleum Company (Empresa Nacional de Petroleo, ENAP)

ENAP is the state owned national petroleum company that has the sole right to
ownership of ail hydrocarbon deposits in the country, as well as the sole right to
exploration and exploitation of national resources. Activities include crude oil
production, refining, pnimary distribution, and storage of petroleum and its derivatives.
Business for imported crude oil is made through ENAP offices in New York and
Houston. Though ENAP is the only official firm active in this area, it does sign joint
venture contracts with both national and foreign private flrms wishing to participate in
exploration and exploitation.

Contact: Miguel Dumney tel: (56-2) 638 -1845
Development Manager fax: 638-0164
Empresa Nacional del Petroleo (ENAP)
Ahumada 341 Box 3556
Santiago

SIPETROL, International Society of Petroleum, S.A
Sipetrol is an ENAP affiliate specializing in foreign exploration and production. During
1994, Sipetrol continued with its production activities in Argentina, Columbia, Ecuador
and Venezuela. While internally ENAP is now conoentrating on it's refining activities,

immerica.



Contact: Alex Avsolomovich C.

Refiriera de Petroleo Concon. S.A.



SHELL Chile S:A:C

David Turner
Executive President
Sheil Chile
El Bosque 90
Las Condes
Santiago, Chile

tel: (56-2) 233-7085
fax: (56-2) 231-9847

Vincent Mc Cord
General Manager
Esso, Chile
Av. Vitacura 4465
Santiago, Chile

tel: (56-2) 212-1455
fax: (56-2) 220-1794

tel: (56-2) 533-2177
fax: (56-2) 533-3101

Contact:

ESSO, Chile

Contact:



Gas Pipeline Network
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5.1 GAS SECTOR: General Overview

Hlstory of Gas Fuels

The gas sector includes ail gas fuels which are transporteci or distributed through
pipeline networks. Uni recently, manufactured and town gases were the most
important gas fuels on the market. 1-fistorically, manufactured gas was initiated in
Copiapo in 1851, later encopasng Valparaiso in 1856, anid flnally moving onto
Santiago in 1966.

The mixture known as town a ncue natural gas andi manufactured gas, and
is produoed from coa tillation, naphta cracking or a mixture of one of them with biogas.

Bgs is a gs drae from trashtlanfls

Thefirt epoit f atuai aswas discovereti in Ctianarcillo in 1950. In 1951
the frtpat aataewscntutdin Tierra del Fuego. $inoe 1950, 23

ters f cnsrrptindeelomet f naua as was flrst us y te electricity
generation sector, particularly in the city of Punta Arenas in 1965. Shortly after, in 1971,
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integration will make it increasingly difficuit for countries to move out of step with the
economic and energy policy trends being pursued generally in the region.3

Integration is of particular importance to the energy sector. Until recently, energy
development ini Latin America had proceeded almost exclusively along a national, rather
than regional basis. As a result, international energy ties were limited to a few, largely
under-utlized interconnections, such as Bolivia-Argentina natural gas, or Ecuador-
Columbia crude oil. ibis nationalistic approach to resource development severely
retarded both economic and energy development in the reg ion.

Today however, integration opportunities, particularly in the area of natural gas, are
central to future development. Natural gas export potential exists in Argentina, Bolivia,
Peru and Venezuela. Linking these surplus energy sources to the existing, unservioed
demand centres in Chule and Brazil holds tremendous commercial potential. The resulting
continental natural gas grid, focussed on the Southemn Cone region <see Figure 1), would
justify increased exploration for natural gas reserves, create opportunities for thermal
electric power development, and release oil and petroleum products for export. Similar
opportunities can be identified in oil and product pipeline development, and in expanded
electricity interconnections.

Potential of Natural Gas Today.

Today, gas consumption in Chile's Metropolitan Reg ion consists mainly of
manufactured gas distributed eltiier in bottles, or through an existing inner city network.
In recent years however, natural gas has taken on a new potential significance for the
Chilean energy market. As of May 1997, the international consortium GasAndes will be
delivering natural gas into Chile's central region which includes Santiago. In addition to
the GasAndes project, five other large gas pipeline projects are also being discussed with
the goal of supplying and transporting natural gas from sources in Argentina and Bolivia
to several regions within the. Chilean Republic. WVith the proposed new influx of natural
gas into the Chilean energy market within the next few years, GasAndes prediots that by
the year 2010, demand for naturel gas in the industriel, residential and commercial,
transportation and etectricity generation sectors will reach 11,985 thousands of m' per
day.

In addition, potential in the naturel gas sector has also merited the. attention of
several significw'It forelgn investors. The Canadien enterprise NOVACORP International
for example, is h.eavly involved in joint ventures into the METROGAS, GASAN DES and
central NUEVA RENCA projeots, investing up to US$ 70 million so far throughout
Argentina and Chule.

'Petroleum Industry in Latin America, Volume 1, xiv
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In Iight of this projected change to energy consumption patterns, this report will
discuss manufactured and town gas only briefly, concentrating on the new potential of
"ynatural gas" to affect the Chilean energy market today

5.2 MANUFACTURED AND "TOWN" GAS

Manufactured gas is currently produced principally from petroleum derivative
cracking and, to a lesser extent, from sanitary Iandfills. It is distributed in botties.

Sinoe 1978, Santiago Gas Consumers Company (GASCO), a private distributor of
manufactured gas in Santiago, has been conducting studies jointly with the Santiago
Municipality for production and use of biogas from trash landfills.

This idea was successful and, sirice 1982, biogas is beinq extracted from the La
Feria landfill. Biogas from the Lo Errâzuriz and Cerros de Renca landfills is now being
used. The prooess for extracting biogas from landfllls was developed in Chule and has
allowed for the production of over 30% of the manufactured gas in Santiago.

The same technology has been applied since 1988 by GASVALPO, a private gas
distributor in Vatparaiso-and Vifia del Mar. In this case, manufactured gas is produced
from a coal plant in combination with a watergas plant.

Up to 1986, the manufactured gas distributed in Conoepciôn and Talcahuano by
GAS CONCEPCION, a private company, came from gas produoed at the Huachipato steel
mili. The gas was a combination of gases from the coking plant and blast furnaces. Due
to an increase in the internai use of gas at the steel miii, it was necessary for GAS
CONCEPCION to build its own manufacturing plant, and a production technology based
on coal was chosen. This plant started production in 1986. It has a capacity of 140,000
cu.mlday (4.9 million cu.ftlday), thus allowlng for total substitution of gas previously
obtained from the steel industry.

Town Gas, which is distributed through an underground network, includes natural
gas and manufactured gas, produced from coal distillation, naphta cracking, or a mixture
of one of them with biogas. It is also usuat to include in this sector gas produced at steel
milîs, like coking plant gas or blast furnace gas.

Townt gas is presently used only in some districts o>f the V Region (Valparaîso and
Vifla del Mar), the Metropolitan Region (mainly in dowtown Santiago and the Providencia,
Las Condes and NÇufioa districts), the VIII Region (Concepciôn and Talcahuano) and the
XII Reglon (Punta Arenas, Puerto Natales and Puerto Porvenir). Except for the XII
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Projects for Central-Southemn Zone Supply

The Gas Andes Project: This project is currently underway and implies using the
existing "Central-West" gas pipeline in Argentina, augmenting its transport capacity,
and building a gas pipeline between the Mendoza Province in Argentina and Santiago,
by way of the Cajôn del Maipo in the central region of Chile. The project also
considers supplying Valparaiso and Vina del Mar.

The consortium is comprised of the following companies: Chilgener (10%),
Gasco (10%), and Endesa (10%) ail Chilean; Nova Corp.(40%), from Canada; Techint
(15%), Compahlia General de Combustibles (15%), from Argentina. The following gas
producing companies intend to join the projeot as suppliers: Petrolera Santa Fe
(Argentina), Santa Fe Energy (USA), Monumental 011 (UK) and BHP (Australia).

Estimated investment between 1995 and the year 2000 would reach US$ 879
million (US$ 284 million for the gas pipeline, US$ 195 million in distribution, and US$
400 million in the conversion of the Central Renca facility. According to GasAndes, this
project wilI begin operating in May 1997.

General clarification: In the Gas Anides Project, Metragas S.A. wilI be in charge
of distribution of naturel gas, white the company, GasAndes S.A. will be in charge of
naturel gas transo

The Gas Sur project involves building a pipeline from the Neuquen basin in Argentina
that would directly supply Chile's VIII Region. The pipeline would be 12 inches in
diameter and involve a US$ 180 million dollar investment. The open season process is
under way. No current information on concessions from the government nor on
negotiated routes available. Environmental impact study has not been performed
either. This project will be undertaken by the GasAndes consortium.

Transaas Proiect: This oroiect includes the construction of a qas pipeline whose



should begin operating in JuIy 1997. Remaining branch lines to initiate operations by
July 1998.

In the Transgas project, Distibuidora Gas de Chile S.A. wii be in charge of
natural gas distribution, white Trans gas wiII be in charge of transport.

It is flot yet clear whether the Chilean market will generate sufficient demand, at

Eglmnated Demand for N atural Gas
(ThouwmK m3 pof dy>

1nduÉry IWd"i TranEportàlon Bedricity TOTAL

Commercli Guweraion

1997 862, 212 4 742 1,820

2000 1,268 397 34 1,942 3,836

2005 1,459 tue 106 4,742 7,013

2010 1,683 1,014 289 1 8,999 11,988

heywe Mmo Aud IPaflt, 1915

least at an eal stage, to justify the construction of two pipelines. Despite the fact
that the GasAndes projeot is already underway, Transgas is stili studying the
possibility of building a second pipeline.

Projects aimed at supplylng tho XII Reglon

The Argentna-Punta Arenas Southemn Basin Gas Pipeline (Methanex Projeot>:
This pipeline witl transport natural gas from the Argentine southern basin directly to
Methanex Chile's methanol plant facitities in the Cabo Negro area in Punta Arenas.
Methanex Chule is an affiliate of the Canadian flrm, Methanex Corporation. This projeot
wilt allow the methanot plant to double its current methanol production capacity, turning
it into the world's targest methanot producer. This pipeline is currently under
construction and should b. connected and in operation by October, 1996. lnvestnient
in this projeat is US$ 50 million.

Distribution projects in progres.

A projeot that is currently underway is being carried out by the Metrogas

consortium. Metrogas S.A ïis comprised of the following companies: Gasco (Chule)
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40%, Copec (Chiue) 22.5 %, Chilgener (Chule) 10%, Enagâs (Chile) 7.5%. Lone Star
Gas Company (USA) 10% and Novacorp (Canada) 10%. Metrogas S.A. will invest US$
115 million between 1995 and 2000 in expanding the existing distribution network in
the Metropolitan Region. The distribution ring to be built will be 144 kilometers in
length along 24 neighbourhoods in Santiago. This ring wilI serve as the basis for the
formation of a group of networks that will take natural gas to homes. In addition, US$
25 million will be invested yearly, beginning in 1998 to expand gas distribution
coverage. Total investment by Metrogas between 1995 and 2000 wilI reach US$ 312
million.

PLE International, from the U.K., and JRI Engineering, from Chile, will undertake
a design and engineering study of Gas de ChiIe's natural gas distribution
network for Santiago, Conoepciôn, Valparaiso, and other zones. The initial phase of
the study will require US$ 1.3 million in investment, after which construction should
begin (September 1997) at a cost of an additional UIS$ 75 million in order to finish the
current Transgas project in its entirety. The distribution network will supply some 300
industrial clients.

5.4 NATURAL GAS: MARKET AND DEMANO

The potential market for natural gas in Chile covers four basic demand areas;
generation of electricity, industrial use, residential and commercial, and the
transportation sector. In recent years, cleaner usage, lower costs and greater
efficiency associated with natural gas, has drawn much attention and many investment
dollars towards developing the potential supply of this new fuel. For the Santiago
region and it's surrounding areas, a stable supply of a cheaper, cleaner fuel could
completely overhaul the breakdown of Chile's energy consumption today. In fact,
GasAndes predicts that during the first ten years of natural gas availability in Chile, the
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thereby reducing the absolute number of free floatîng particles in the air. The exhaust
on a natural gas vehicle is clear, odourless, and much safer for human habitation.
Based on these benefits, GasAndes' goal is to conveit up to 18,000 vehicles to natural
gas usage by the year 2007. Estimated demand is expected to rise to 289,000 m3 per
day by 2010.

Despite these optimistic predictions, in the transportation sector in particular,
conversion to natural gas must face some significant obstacles. 80 far, the
government has flot been offering environmentally motivated incentives to, encourage
the use of more natural gas in transportation. Committed to letting the market
determine ail demand, present legal norms on contaminating emissions, allow for
existing conditions. Unless public environmental pressure takes a dramatic turn
towards more radical action, this situation is unlikely to change.

Obviously, for private transport companies, conversion would be undertaken
only if profitable (iLe. costs of conversion and fuel should be equal, if not less than that
of diesel>. Technically speaking however, average costs of converting an engine today
are about US$ 2000 for a bus and US$ 1000 per automobile. Furthermore, converting
a bus engine to natural gas usage would also involve a 1200 kilogramn weight increase,
and would take up to 12 min to fill. Most likely then, from the perspective of the
private owners, natural gas vehicles will probably not enter the market through
conversion of existing equipment; but rather by a graduaI replacement of old diesel
powered vehicles when they can no longer pass safety inspection. With this in mind,
natural gas buses are unlikely to be seen on the roads within the next five years.
From a longer termn perspective however, natural gas transportation could become
reality in the beginning of the next century.

5.5 ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES 0F >IATURAL GAS

In discussing and investigating natural gas as a new potentialty signifîcant energy
source in Chile, a number of advantaaes of usinq the Product have been cited.
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* nvestment is efficient and is capable of maintaining high competitiveness.
* Efficient also because complete combustion allows for ultimate calorie

clevelopment.
* Optimizes the use of spaoe; does flot require storage.

Socurity

* Assured supply to homes and industry through a stable uninterrupted supply.

Open Accoas and Non-Monopolistic

* Open access based on a gas pipeline as a means of transportation.
* MonoDolies and shared monopolies are blocked, transport in a non-



Looking at natural gas from a reglonal perspective, the indus in Latin America
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Latin America has significant established reserves of natural gas, with estimates
ranging fram 250-300 trillion cubic feet. Total regional gas production lies at just
under 4.8 Tcf. Not surprisingly, gas production has been stagnant in the 1990s in ail
gas-producing countries except Argentina, where domestic demand growth and
infrastructure development are being strongly promoted. In Venezuela as well, natural
gas reinjectian has been an important component af the country's continued gains in
crude ail production. Elsewhere, production volumes have stagnated or, in some
cases, declined over the first part of the decade.4

5.7 GOVERNMENT POLICIES AND REGULATIONS IN THE GAS SECTOR

Institutional Policies

The Comisiôn Nacional de Energia, or National Energy Commission (CNE), is
the agency that institutes government palicies in the sector. The Ministry of Mining
plays an inspectionary raIe and sets forth norms. Safety standards for facilities are set
and supervised by the Superintendencia de Electricidad y Combustibles
(Superintendency of Electricity and Fuels).

In general terms, the government has stated that it will not intervene in the
decision-making process regarding the projects that are or would eventually be
undertaken. These decisions, the government contends, will be made by private
enterprise.

Goneral Legisfation

In addition, gavernment authorities have elaborated the regulatory framework in
the natural gas sector. The legisiation <Gas Services Law, DFL No. 323, 1931)
regutates issues concerning production, transportation and distribution, concessions,
the exDloitation of these services. Dricina. and other aspects relevant ta the area. The



concsin in the transport and ditibution of natural gas. In another modification,
regulations are stforth regarding safety standards and requirements in the transport

Gas prices, fo>r both manufactured and natural g ases, are regulated by Law No.
18,856 (19) whc ysie a modifcto of DFLNo.323(975. Th former

establishes that compane that supply consumers ith gas are freto set prices for
the produet ltseIf and for any other related service. The price tutuetatpbi

seric ditrbutoncompanies esalsh must identlfy those areas ini which sales

Cuvrently, the same taainand customspeurmnsta oencnue od
govemn the gas sector. Thus, there exits an 11 % customs tariff and an 18% Value
Added Taxrae

5.8 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
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into the next century. Considerable investment is also being made by British, German,
Japanese, US, and Australian flrms in the sector (flot to, mention signif'mcant investment
on the part of local firms). The emergence of international consortiums in pipeline
construction, natural gas transport, distribution, pipeline engineering and design,
illustrates another facet of this business dynamism, and demonstrates the willingness
to and viability of establishing promisîng joint ventures in the sector with firms that are
committed to growth in a robust economic climate.

The latter, coupled with favourable investment legisiation and a sectoral
regulatory framework, make for interesting business opportunities in a number of
areas.
The tables in this section summarize business opportunities and projects within the
sector.
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Business Opportufllty Areas

arealactivity 
opportuiiities

Pipelineconstruction Technology, equipment, engineering
and design.

FDistribution (existing and emerging Technology, equipment, engineering

netwoi<s of) and design, parts.

Industrial consumption (In paper, An estimated conversion period of three

copper, cernent, textile, ceramic, glass years is predicted for industries located

industries, among others). in Santiago once the natural gas supply
is introduced. These industries will
require replacement equipment,
conversion kits, and parts during and

competitively priced conversion kits,
buses, parts, etc.

Electrical power Power plants running on natural gas.
1Equipmei't, parts, technology.
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GAS AND GAS RELATED PROJECTS TABLE

PROJECT REGION Initiation of STATUS Investment
SUPPLIED Operations (In $US

Millions)

Gas Andes Metrop. and V May, 1997 -Concession 284.1
approved (111 in Chile)
-open Season over
-Environmental study
complets
-85% of pipeline route
negotiated

VIII, VII, VI, R.M.,
and V

July, 1997 -Concession
approved
-Open season
underway
-65% of pipeline route
negotiated
-Environrnental study
in review

689
(438 in Chile)

TransGas



5.9 FIRMS ACTIVE IN THE SECTOR: CONTACT LIST



tel: (56-2) 690-7000
fax: (56-2) 696-5063

Contact: Gonzalo Palacios
Gas Projects Manager
COPEC
Agustinas 1382
Santiago, Chile

tel: (56-041) 235271
fax: (56-041) 235271

Contact: Coleman Porrott
General Manager
Enagas
Tucapel 374, 8th Floor
Concepcion, Chile

***Other companies involved in gas distribution are:

CODIGAS: Chile

COPEC: Chile

Enagas: Chile



ANNEX #1
CURRENT ENAP EXPLORATORY PROJEGTS

011 Evaluation Transects



Precordillera Project
Preliminary contacts with private fareign campanies that have shown interest in

this area have been made.

Exploration Projects Outside Magalanes

Podemales
The Joint Venture formed by EUROCAN, NORCEN and ENAP decided to return

the block to the State, due to the high investment cost that meant ta go on tai the next
exploration period. ENAP did a camplementary magnetoteluric survey and a seismic
reinterpretation that lead ta recommend testing the Las Llanas structure, in the east
side of the Pedernales sait lake.

Copiapo

Twa wells Iacated in "El Paton" sectar tested the Jurassic limestone and the valcanie
Triassic sedimentary sequences. Bath wells were abandaned as dry due ta lack af
reservoir conditions.

Lion wlth Third Parties

1 weII continued producing condensate, accumulating 9,139

ict with the State, the
ta enter the block.

soan.



Chillan Block'
The seismic survey starteci in 1993 is compteted with a total of 220 km. The

analysis of this information resulted in the recommendation of drilling an exploration
welI in "MSiquen A" structure. This drilling is started in 1995.



ANNEX #2
SPECIAL PETROLEUM-OPERATION CONTRACTS

This Annex contains a summary of the Iaw on Special Contracts for Petroleumn
Operations, Decree-Law Number 1089.

The main provisions of these regulations are as follows:

* It defines the terms "Special Operation Contract", "Contractor", "Compensation",
and "Contract for a speciflo oit job".

* It provides that, if authorized by the Special Petroleum Operation Contract, the
contractor may export hydrocarbons received as his compensation without
having to meet export regulations, and having guaranteed free disposition of the
foreign currency amounts perceived from said export operations.

* It stipulates that the State guarantees the contractor access to the foreign
currency market, called the "free banking market", or whichever systemn may
replace it in the future, for conversion and further remittanoe abroad of incomes
peroeived from the sale of his own equipments or other goods, in accordance
with the ternis and conditions stipulated in the contract.

* It establishes that the contractor will be subject to a tax figure calculated directly
on the amount of his compensation, which is now 50% of said compensation; or
he may be subject to the regular provisions of the Income Tax Law.
Notwithstanding this, the President of the Republic may authorize, whatever the
applicable tax system, reductions of the payable tax, or of aIl or any of the taxes
established by the Income Law, equivalent to a figure ranging from 10% to
100%, in 10% increments. The applied system substitutes ail other direct or
indirect taxes that could be levied on the compensation or on the contractor with
regard to his compensation, and it remains invariable during the term for which-
it is granted.

* It authorizes the President of the Republic to condone, in 10% increments up to
100%, the duties, fées, taxes, or contributions and, in general, any other
payments or taxes which may be directly or indirectly levied on imports of
machinery, equipment, materials, spare parts, and items or goods intended for
works of exploration or exploitation of hydrocarbons.

* It indicates that hydrocarbon transfers made to the contractor as payment of his
<,(rnmn=nQirn nnin, thi- rimni irrhn-cp- mndit- hv the State or state entero)rises from



* It states that payments to foretgn suboontractors, with no registered address in
Chile, shall be subjected to a tax computed on the basis of these payments at a
rate of 20%, and that this tax will substitute for all orner taxes, direct of indirect,
whicfl might be levled on paymerits t subcontatrs. The President ofithe
Republic may decide to reduce that tax amourit in inorent of 10% up to
70%.

* It establishes that the machines, equipments, instruments, and tools, and their

pleces or parts nesar for the fulilirent of a special cnract for a petroleum
operation may enter the country under the sytmof epryadisofra
5 year term. This term may be extended by the National Customs Qirector,

* r. 'rita -iihiyc+aqmc fr Anr;to unss to delr sbeinq



ANNEX #3
DESCRIPTION 0F CURRENT PRODUCTION UNITS CURRENTLY IN OPERATION

REFINERIA DE PETROLEO CONCON S.A.

011 refining capacity:1O,500 M3 /day.

Atmospheric Distillation Units, Hydrocracking Unit,



SALES AND PROFITS FOR MAJOR ACTORS IN THE OIL AND GAS SECTORS

The following are sales and profits figures for some of the companies in the oil and

gas sectors (figures for many companies unavailable, especially in the gas sector, as
these represent emerging companies/consortiums invoived in projects under
development):

In US$ Millions

Company Sales 1993 Sales 1994 Prft193 Pois94

ENAP 1,430 1,657 22.6 101.2

Co 1,946 2,393 122.9 315.~8
1 An -
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Estrategia, "Novacorp Tiene Interés en Desarrollar Otro Gasoducto," 22 de febrero

1996, p. 12.

GasAndes, Gas Naturel para Chile (GasAndes report), Ocubre 1994.
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Number 86,300, Santiago, Chile, 1993.
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